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The Liebherr 1750-9.1 mobile crane model is now
available in 1:50 scale by WSI Models. It comes with
an excellent instruction manual including a parts list,
clear photos and English text.
The carrier is highly detailed,
each axle can be steered and has
suspension. The model also has
the central rear outrigger which
is used during self erection. The
outrigger beams have detailed
graphics, and are detachable from
the crane for transport. The carrier
cab has a hitch for a hook whilst
travelling.
Behind the carrier cab the engine
area is highly detailed, tanks have
filler caps and textured surfaces. The
crane cab has metal handrails and
an access stair outside, with a finely
textured walkway which rotates from
the transport position and lifts up
and down to obtain clearance when
the crane is slewing. The cab can
also be tilted. Handrails on the crane
superstructure can be folded up from
the transport mode and two access
ladders can be folded down from
the carrier deck. Metal mesh work
platforms are fixed when the crane is
in working mode and these are high
quality pieces.

The counterweight can be configured
as the real crane. The base plate is
complex as is the large power pack
assembly which is highly detailed. It
includes two winch drums and the
luffing gear is already reeved out of
the box.

On the road

The main boom lift cylinders have
complex hydraulic detailing at the
bottom, and the boom sections have
very thin side walls with a realistic
profile. Each section can be locked at
three different extensions.
The TY guy system can be displayed
as a transport load. When in place
the system performs well with each
side tensioned by using a key in the
smoothly operating winches. Tiny
graphics add detail, and these even
appear on the metal guy rods which is
an excellent detail.

High detail

Two metal hooks are supplied, both
are of excellent quality with metal
sheaves and working safety latches.
Another nice touch is that a lifting
beam is also included. The main winch
has a push-in action with a positive
brake, and it works very well.

Fully rigged

WSI has produced another
excellent large crane model, and
it is particularly good because
it feels high quality and very
well engineered. The high detail
combines to produce a first class
product.
It costs €415 from the Liebherr
webshop.
To read the full review
of this model visit
www.cranesetc.co.uk

Loading the power pack
Partial counterweight
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